KITCHEN FURNITURE
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VILLEROY&BOCH

Tradition since 1748

Timeless elegance, innovative design and exceptional quality: this is what the name Villeroy&Boch
has stood for decades. Based on this tradition, designers and product managers develop collections
and concepts that create living environments. Like almost no other brand, Villeroy&Boch is deeply
rooted in European culture. And just as only a major brand can do, it has managed to maintain its
identity while keeping up with the times.
There are only a few companies in the world that can

only developed into a renowned ceramic manufacturer,

look back on 270 years of success.

but also into an international lifestyle brand. In the

What began in 1748 with a small pottery in Audun-le

course of its 270-year history, various products have set

Tiche, France, has now become one of the world‘s

milestones in the company‘s history. The 14 production

leading brands for tableware, bathroom and wellness.

sites in Europe, Mexico and Thailand are controlled

The unique mixture of family responsibility for eight

from the company headquarters in Mettlach/Germany.

generations and innovative management has made

Around

Villeroy&Boch worldwide successfully over the past

manufacture high-quality ceramic products for markets

centuries. Since its foundation, the company has not

in 125 countries.

ALT LUXEMBURG
The worldwide popular tableware series
dates back to 1770 and is still part of the
assortment today. It was recently
reinterpreted under the name “Brindille“.
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METTLACHER PLATTEN
Eugen Boch‘s idea to produce a floor
mosaic from ceramic for the first time was an
unbelievable success at the time. From 1852
the tiles called “Mettlacher Platten“ were
produced in Mettlach.

7,500

employees

develop,

NEWWAVE
For its special design and innovative
die-casting process, the series was awarded
the Innovation Prize of the
German Economy in 2004.

d

esign

and

VICLEAN
A modern shower toilet that combines
hygiene, comfort, sustainability and
innovative design and creates a new
dimension in toilet culture.
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CORE COMPETENCE

Ceramics

Ceramics have always shaped the history of Villeroy&Boch.
A material that has been constantly reinterpreted and continuously further developed
in the company. With love for craftsmanship. With the latest production methods.
And with a very precise eye for detail.
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Villeroy&Boch is divided into the divisions bathroom

The industry-wide pioneering achievements also include

and wellness and tableware and offers products for

the easy-care ceramic surface CeramicPlus and the

private households as well as for projects and objects.

material innovation Quaryl®, which enables particularly

The interplay of elegant designs, innovative materials

precise edges and thus an extraordinary shape

and technical expertise forms the special signature of

design. In the field of tableware trends are being set

Villeroy&Boch. The company has already set trends

with innovative shapes and food specials with special

worldwide with numerous innovations. It is regarded as

functions. The brand’s modern products convince not

a driving innovator in the industry. In the bathroom and

only market partners and end consumers, but also

wellness sector, the DirectFlush WC without flushing

jurors of internationally renowned design competitions.

rim sets new standards of hygiene with its intelligent

Numerous design and innovation awards confirm the

water supply.

constant development of the premium brand.
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VILLEROY&BOCH

K itchens

With kitchen furniture, together with the ceramic sinks and the kitchen taps,
Villeroy&Boch is expanding the product range within the kitchen area, creating a whole brand
programme from one single source. Thus, the product portfolio in the areas of bath and wellness,
tableware and living becomes a holistic brand interior concept.

Villeroy&Boch stands for premium quality and a

collection. Glass shelves and real wood cutlery inserts

modern living culture, both important factors that have

are part of the basic equipment of the premium brand

also been incorporated into the development of our

kitchens. The Villeroy&Boch kitchens combine a

new kitchen line. With special focus on function and

wide range of creative possibilities and special design

design, our kitchens offer solutions for all requirements

with perfect functionality, leaving no wishes unfulfilled

and plenty of room for individuality. Apart from our

in terms of design and planning. Whether classic or

extensive basic range, our “Villeroy&Boch finest”

extravagant, modern or traditional: there are plenty

collection offers a multi-faceted selection of special front

of kitchen options you can find at Villeroy&Boch. Be

colours and wood surfaces as well as exclusive ceramic

inspired.

surfaces which are only available in the Villeroy&Boch
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METTLACHER PLATTEN

as an element of design

The “Mettlacher Platten” are an essential part of the success story of the Villeroy&Boch brand.
Eugen Boch’s idea of producing a ceramic floor mosaic for the first time was an unbelievable success
at the time and made the tiles and the brand known worldwide. We take up this success story: In the
furniture we have reinterpreted the famous design of the mosaic tile and created an unmistakable
furniture design with the element from the brand DNA.

The “Mettlacher Platte”– the original

In the German-French border region, the Villeroy

Around 1850 the first model was mass-produced in the

and Boch families have experienced the development

large factory in Mettlach. The famous tile design with

of Europe with its economic upturns wars and

the model number 1 consisted of small rhombuses of

revolutions up close and have clearly shaped their time.

five by five centimetres, which formed a mosaic together.

At the center of the company was always one thing:

This model of the first hour was characterized by the

ceramics. Even then, driven by a spirit of innovation,

so-called “Trompe l’oeil” effect: The small rhombuses,

Villeroy&Boch developed ceramic floor tiles for the

in interaction with each other, pretend a spatial effect

first time in the middle of the 19th century. These

through perspective representation. In a modern way,

became an inimitable success: many tried and still try

this tile pattern can now be found as a design element

to copy them, but the quality of the original remains

in the new Villeroy&Boch furniture, giving it a very

unrivalled to this day.

individual touch of its own.

Old originals of the “Mettlacher Platten” can still be found today in many places steeped in history. For example
in the Cologne Cathedral or the Holland Tunnel, which connects the island of Manhattan with the mainland of
New Jersey. The “Mettlacher Platten” were even used on the Titanic. These tiles can still be found today in the company headquarter, the Old Abbey in Mettlach. The original tile of the furniture pattern “Carré” has been laid here.
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SINKS AND FITTINGS

by a master hand

Stylish design has always been a trademark of Villeroy&Boch. With a fine feeling for trends,
we design distinctive sink units that make your kitchen more beautiful and more comfortable.
With loving attention to detail, our innovative products and solutions meet the requirements of the
kitchen in a special way.
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Making everyday kitchen life as simple, safe and

the sink unit into both a functional workplace and

comfortable as possible is the focus of Villeroy&Boch’s

an aesthetic design object, and the kitchen into the

product development. With this ambition in mind,

stylish center of the home. Especially the ceramic

new products and solutions are constantly being

sinks in strong colours and exclusive decors offer

created that set standards in hygiene, functionality

room for individuality. In addition, our high-quality

and durability and shape the living culture with

and functional fittings adorn every sink. Attractive

contemporary design. A beautiful design is as much a

aesthetics meets individual shaping: whether in a

part of the modern kitchen as good food. It becomes

classic stainless steel look or in modern metal colours

an expression of individual style and creates an

– the designer kitchen fittings of Villeroy&Boch are

atmosphere in which one loves to stay. With timelessly

just right for anyone who values something special,

modern shapes and designs, Villeroy&Boch turns

also when it comes to washing up.
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UMBRELLA

Pure elegance
brought into shape

High-quality, functional fittings are not just
a means to an end. They adorn every sink

CERAMIC SURFACES

and are simply part of a modern sink area.

Premium-quality and exclusive

With its special design language and the
slim, highly curved spout, this tap is the
icing on the cake of an elegant kitchen.

Resistant to scratches and durable:
kitchens with ceramic fronts and

A SYMBIOSIS OF FINE
MATERIALS

worktops. This natural product has
proven its worth as a material: you can
put a hot pot on it without hesitation.

A special eye-catcher: the marbled ceramic fronts in

Scratches also have little chance with the

combination with matt laminate and the finishing with metallic

hard material, which is available in six

accents. Whether, for example, Verde Comodoro, Nero Ingo,

different colours.

Bianco Male or Rosso Jaipur – you can combine as you wish.

LAMINATE SURFACES

with best features

FENIX NTM® is a technical and aesthetic answer to two trends

SUBWAY 50 S FLAT

As diverse
as life itself

in interior design: Smart materials and matt surfaces with

Subway fits easily into any kitchen. Its clear design cuts an equally good figure

anti-fingerprint properties. Thanks to low light reflections and

in the modern kitchen as in a classic environment. With several sizes for base

high scratch resistance, a long-lasting, impressive appearance is

units of different widths, it leaves nothing to be desired. Discover the whole

guaranteed.

variety.
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Durable ceramic meets matt colours 15
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Modern

AND YET TIMELESS
The classic beauty of the
ceramic surface “Calatorao
Silk”, paired with dark, genuine
wood made of precious walnut,

FINERA

provides your kitchen with a

For special personalities

modern yet timeless character.

Finera is a modern, perfect design of fittings

MODERN HANDLE SOLUTIONS

for every kitchen style

From the floor plan down to the smallest detail: at Villeroy&Boch

that will give your kitchen that certain
something. Characteristic design features are
the fine, easy-to-use handle and the flat, high
spout with swivel steel regulator.

you are your own architect. With a wide range of handle designs,
recessed grips and colours you can give your new kitchen the
finishing touch and make an individual statement.

COOKING, EATING AND LIVING
WITH VILLEROY&BOCH
Kitchens as well as living and dining areas are
increasingly moving together to form open

SUBWAY 50 SU

Perfect for every kitchen

living worlds. Discover the numerous possible

Subway offers everything you could wish for in

combinations of different surfaces and materials

a sink: Whether a generous sink and a spacious

and design your own personal Villeroy&Boch

draining board for the kitchen artists or rather

home environment according to your wishes.

the minimalist model as a substructure variant or
single sinks in a simple household. Thanks to its
unique diversity, it adapts perfectly to different
needs.
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A symbiosis of real wood and ceramic 19
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SILUET 50

Always a good idea – for every kitchen
The fascinating design

TRANSFERRED TO
THE PRESENT DAY

Expressive and special

highlight for true aesthetes:

The “Carré” fronts of the

With it, Villeroy&Boch

Villeroy&Boch collection take up the

creates the material of the

famous tile design in selected cabinet

future. For the innovative

types as a pattern in the form of a relief.

material TitanCeram, natural

For those who prefer a calmer design,

minerals are combined. Its

these fronts are also available with a

high formability combined

smooth surface for a consistent look.

with maximum strength

The lacquered fronts of Villeroy&Boch

enables wafer-thin walls and

kitchens are available in all the colours of

sharp edges for sinks without

the colour range.

sacrificing functionality.

TIMELESSLY ELEGANT:

The “Mettlacher Platte”

When archaeologists came across a Roman floor mosaic in the vicinity of

STEEL SHOWER

Comfort of the extra class
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Mettlach, Eugen von Boch was entrusted with the restoration of the old
mosaic. These tiles, produced in Mettlach since 1852, have become a great
success worldwide as “Mettlacher Platten”.

Steel Shower is a highly functional variant of

In a modern way, this tile pattern can now be found as a design element

the Modern Steel fitting by Villeroy&Boch and

in Villeroy&Boch kitchen furniture, giving it a very individual touch:

impresses with its straight-lined, modern design.

the filigree, 1 mm deep relief is milled into the kitchen fronts before the

The solid stainless steel accentuates the functional

surface is painted. The result is a visually impressive interplay of light and

orientation of this sink fitting.

shadow.
Real lacquer fronts with an individual touch 23
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SILUET 50

The beauty of fine shapes

STEEL SHOWER

Design in every aspect

Siluet captivates with its sensual and filigree

Thanks to the excellent hand spray you can

lines, made possible by the new ceramic

enjoy maximum freedom of movement and

material TitanCeram. The support edge

outstanding comfort in the sink area with the

is extremely narrow, the corners have very

functional Steel Shower.

tight radii and the interior design of the
bowl is particularly straight. Siluet thus
underlines a simple, minimalist kitchen
style and fits particularly well into modern

CLEVER SOLUTIONS

kitchens.
Shelves are subject to continuous strain caused by the weight of the dishes and tend to warp
over time. The stabilising strip in exclusive Villeroy&Boch design is simply pushed onto
the shelf, providing lasting protection against warping, as well as being visually appealing.
Cleverly solved.

REAL WOOD

Walnut cutlery inserts

The dark brown stained solid wood harmonises with the
anthracite grey basic tone of the pull-outs: valuable and
timeless. You can flexibly choose from different inserts and
combine them very much to your taste. So you can design

An original

CONNECTION

your Villeroy&Boch kitchen not only by choosing different

The exceptional combination of fronts in light oak wood and the

surfaces and colours; the interior of the kitchen can also be

ceramic worktop inspired by silver travertine marble makes your

freely selected.

Villeroy&Boch kitchen shine.
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Cosy warm oak with an impressive feel 27
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HARMONY

and lightness

The vintage look unfolds its charming effect through classic kitchen
furniture and materials in soft and muted colours. The harmonious
interplay of warm oak and light grey gives your kitchen a feeling of
warmth and security.

WITH MUCH LOVE

for detail

A KITCHEN

SINK SINGLE BOWL

of wall and base units creates a consistent image that blends harmoniously into

What could be more attractive

Whether as single or double version, the classic sink is a timeless accessory

the room planning.

than a stylish country house

for the kitchen. Optimally equipped for today's demands it is perfect for your

kitchen as the heart of your

country style kitchen.

The timelessly beautiful shell handle flirts with its antique vintage look and fits
perfectly into the country house kitchen. The central positioning on the fronts

with charm

Timelessly modern individuality

home?
Villeroy&Boch offers the
perfect combination of rural
charm and modern furnishings
that blend harmoniously into
any environment. A systematic
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INFINITE

possibilities

storage space planning creates

Whether classically elegant, cosy, puristically

maximum comfort with

modern or with natural charm: create

a traditional appearance.

your Villeroy&Boch kitchen entirely

Oversized wall units keep

according to your personal wishes. Our

everyday kitchen items within

interior specialists will support you with the

AVIA 2.0: The classically elegant fitting with a solid body and a

easy reach, without long

“Villeroy&Boch finest” collection. Selected

stylish spout. Especially the characteristic handle will attract all the

detours when cooking and

colours and front materials create a very

attention. For those who like it nostalgic and contemporary at the

baking.

special atmosphere.

same time, this will be the right fitting.

Setting self-confident

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Framed doors with character 31
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A MODERN

lifestyle

Experience a new lifestyle with a new Villeroy&Boch

LACQUERED
SURFACES

kitchen: harmonious, relaxed and always on the pulse
of time. Modern combinations of materials and colours
surfaces and lacquered fronts perfectly round off our

with a velvety finish

kitchen designs.

The perfect composition for your

underline your mindset. The finest grey shades of ceramic

Villeroy&Boch kitchen: the five-part framed

SILUET 50 FLAT

Highest functionality in the kitchen

painted and finished by hand with an elegant
velvet varnish in many colours. In the process,

Whether for washing large baking trays, bulky kitchen utensils

the surface achieves a textured finish with a

or delicate glasses: the integrated draining board for ceramic

convincing sovereignty. Classical and modern

sinks from Villeroy&Boch offers a practical place to drain

at the same time, the front creates a homely

without putting the worktop under water.

charm.

CERAMIC
SURFACES

Unique and
exclusive
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front “Meran” made of veneered ash is

FINERA

Solutions for the modern kitchen

FUNCTIONAL AND BEAUTIFUL
Good function can also be beautiful. Especially the drawers

Finera is modern fittings design in perfection. The

and pull-outs of a kitchen are often in use and are an

Ceramic as a material has proven to be stylish and valuable

clear lines and filigree design set an elegant accent

outstanding distinguishing feature. High stability and perfect

for years. The natural surface makes every Villeroy&Boch

in the kitchen. The finely designed, ergonomic

running properties are the basis for a long-lasting use.

kitchen unique. Functionality and aesthetics meet in a

handle, which was specially developed for this

In addition, the high-quality interior compartments offer

unique way.

collection, is a highlight.

attractive features.
Living with ceramics 35
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WHEN COOKING

Satin-finished

GLASS SURFACES

becomes something special

The easy-care glass fronts of CALAIS

Functionality and professional demands can be easily

prove that design and utility have many

combined. Thanks to a range of built-in appliances with

things in common. You can choose

a variety of equipment options, there are no limits to

between light or high-contrast colours.

your individual taste – perfectly matching Villeroy&Boch

This way, your Villeroy&Boch kitchen

kitchens.

leaves a lasting impression.

The difference

LIES IN THE DETAIL

The planning of floating shelf elements and cabinets can
be individually supplemented by bar flaps. This turns
cabinets into true all-rounders within the kitchen and
adjacent living areas.

An inner life

Easy

KITCHEN PLANNING
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PERFECTLY IN LINE WITH
THE FIRST IMPRESSION
Our hardware technology is a real eye-catcher: show with

To create dining areas or work surfaces with legroom, skids are ideal for the kitchen

pride that you own a Villeroy&Boch kitchen. The logo

planning. These can be manufactured individually and supplied in various colours. This way

and lettering are discreet indications, also convincing at

they fit perfectly into your kitchen and room planning.

second glance.
Satin-finished glass surfaces for more depth 39

VILLEROY&BOCH

K itchens – Made in Germany
We think and live quality and guidelines – Made in Germany. We operate in a holistic manner
and with much love for detail, optimizing our products on a daily basis and adapting them to our
customers’ wishes in the best possible way.

health of every single owner are high in order to achieve

testing institutes are both a challenge and a motivation.

a successful certification.

We have ourselves and individual furniture components

The selection of our surface components and materials

certified by the “Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel”

is carried out carefully and sustainably. The effects

(German Association for Quality Furniture) and TÜV

of static and dynamic loads are tested in elaborate

Rheinland. For every buyer of a Villeroy&Boch kitchen,

test procedures. This way, we guarantee consistently

this creates trust and control. Because the requirements

high-quality craftsmanship and reliable long-term

concerning the protection of our environment and the

performance in the daily use of our kitchen furniture.

H20150156

For us, obtaining the seals of quality from independent

This applies to the carcase plate materials “White”
and “Lino Grigio”.
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Made in Germany 41

Style is a very personal thing. But how does your individuality perfectly show in the kitchen? Discover the
unmistakable style of Villeroy&Boch and choose from the “Villeroy&Boch finest”, a r ecommendation
of individual materials, handles, finishes for surfaces and exclusive colours, specially selected for
Villeroy&Boch kitchens.

Whether classically elegant, cosy, puristically modern

being subject to fast-moving trends. Subtle colours,

or with natural charm: create your Villeroy&Boch

structured

kitchen entirely according to your personal wishes.

emphasise your new kitchen at first glance, creating

Our interior specialists will support you with the

a unit with other collections from the living or dining

“Villeroy&Boch

areas. Be your own architect and make the kitchen

finest”

collection.

With

great

passion, they have created a kitchen collection of

surfaces

and

timeless

combinations

the stylish centre of your home with Villeroy&Boch.

their own that picks up on the current mood without

42
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CERAMICS IN THE KITCHEN

A lifetime of highest quality

Our worktops and fronts made of high-quality

contact with acidic food, sharp kitchen tools and hot

ceramic in currently six different colours meet the

pots is part of their everyday life. The material quality

highest standards of modern kitchen design. However,

is therefore all the more important. Villeroy&Boch

ceramic in the kitchen is not only characterised by its

benefits from more than 270 years of experience

high-class appearance, but above all by its functional

in the manufacture of kitchen sinks and, fittingly,

properties. Kitchen surfaces are subject to heavy wear

now also offers the appropriate kitchen surfaces for

and tear and are exposed to high levels of stress, as

maximum comfort and minimum maintenance.

HEAT RESISTANCE

LIGHTFAST IN ANY COLOUR

Putting down hot oven moulds or pots leaves the ceramic worktops from

Even after long, intensive exposure to the sun, each of our ceramic colours

Villeroy&Boch completely unaffected.

remains as beautiful as on the first day.

HYGIENIC

ACID-RESISTANT
&EASY TO CLEAN

SCRATCH-RESISTANT

The natural material is odourless and tasteless

Food does not leave any permanent traces on

The high-quality surface is so strong that even

and therefore absolutely hygienic and food safe.

the surface. Even acidic foods can be easily

the use of knives barely leaves any traces.

handled by the ceramic.
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CERAMIC

REAL WOOD
NATURAL OAK

ESTATUARIO SILK
As a core competence of Villeroy&Boch, ceramic is

White marble

used in kitchen furniture as well.

The wood of our Villeroy&Boch kitchen fronts radiates

Veneer

warmth and cosiness. Thanks to its grain, it has a
unique look and thus underlines the kitchen design.

Each front with its 3 mm thick ceramic is unique

CALATORAO SILK

and it convinces with a distinctive texture. Worktops,

Black marble

side panels and back panels are made of 12 mm thick
ceramic, turning your kitchen into a design highlight
with its unique look and feel.

VENETO LIGHT OAK
Light oak, reddish walnut or hand varnished and refined

Varnished veneer

oak surfaces: there is the right finish for every taste and

STRATA ARGENTUM
RIVERWASHED

every room. Create a natural retreat that sometimes
looks generously relaxed and sometimes exquisitely

VENETO SILVER OAK

Veining in light grey tones

luxurious.

Lacquered veneer

Thanks to its high degree of hardness, the material's
properties remain unchanged even after intensive use
and frequent cleaning.
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Villeroy&Boch woods can be combined excellently with

ZAHA STONE SILK

other materials such as ceramic, genuine lacquer or

BLACK OAK

Grey tone with white grain

laminate surfaces.

Veneer

NERO ZIMBABWE
RIVERWASHED

VENETO OAK ANTHRACITE

Matt black, greyish shaded

Lacquered veneer

PIETRA DI LUNA SILK

DARK WALNUT

Soft grey

Veneer
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LACQUERED WOOD

VELVET LACQUER
SILK BEIGE

Craftsmanship excellence is proved with the lacquered

Lacquered surfaces are something very special at

framed front. Delicate ash meets impressive velvet

Villeroy&Boch. The gentle velvety tones are painted by

lacquer: this is how our designers and architects

hand in several passes, creating a surface that is unique

envisioned the unique symbiosis of structure and colour.

both visually and tactile.

Velvet lacquer

OLIVE
Velvet lacquer

The result: Meran from the Villeroy&Boch kitchen

Our designers and architects have made a selection

collection.

of trendy colours within the “Villeroy&Boch finest”

SILK BEIGE

collection which are not only timeless, but can also be

MIDNIGHT BLUE

Ash structure lacquered

combined with each other within the “finest” collection.

Velvet lacquer

Maintenance of the lacquer fronts is extremely simple,

OLIVE
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as the surfaces can be wiped clean with a damp cloth.

ANTHRACITE

Ash structure lacquered

Velvet lacquer

LIGHT GREY

MIDNIGHT BLUE

LIGHT GREY

Ash structure lacquered

Ash structure lacquered

Velvet lacquer

CEDAR WOOD

ANTHRACITE

CEDAR WOOD

Ash structure lacquered

Ash structure lacquered

Velvet lacquer
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LAMINATED MATERIAL FENIX NTM®

NERO INGO

GLASS FRONTS
PLATINUM GREY

Laminate, with and without aluminium edge
FENIX NTM® is a technical and aesthetic answer to

Glass fronts are available at Villeroy&Boch as satin-

two trends in interior design: smart materials and matt

GRIGIO LONDRA

finished or high-gloss versions. For safety reasons,

surfaces with anti-fingerprint properties. Thanks to low

Laminate, with and without aluminium edge

tempered glass is used that cannot shatter in the
event of a possible breakage. The tempered glass

SNOW WHITE

ROSSO JAIPUR

elements are painted in colour on the back. This makes

Glossy or satin-finished glass

Laminate, with and without aluminium edge

“Villeroy&Boch finest” glass fronts easy to clean and

light reflections and high scratch resistance, a longlasting, impressive appearance is guaranteed.

Glossy or satin-finished glass

Furthermore, the surfaces are anti-bacterial and hygienic

largely scratch-resistant.

and therefore safe for contact with food. Even in contact

VERDE COMODORO

with moisture, mould can also be difficult to form.

Laminate, with and without aluminium edge

NERO GREY
As the edges in particular are very sensitive to impact,

Glossy or satin-finished glass

they are fitted with an all-round aluminium frame. This

GRIGIO EFESO

can be ordered in all colours to match the handle strips

Laminate, with and without aluminium edge

and recessed grips. You will find all details on the next

BLACK

page.

Glossy or satin-finished glass

BIANCO MALE
Laminate, with and without aluminium edge

MOCHA
BLUE FES

Glossy or satin-finished glass

Laminate, with and without aluminium edge
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PIOMBO DOHA

TOPAZ BEIGE

Laminate, with and without aluminium edge

Glossy or satin-finished glass
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HANDLE BARS AND PROFILES

HANDLE BARS

CLASSIC HANDLES

for the minimalistic appearance

for timeless and straight-lined kitchens

G 69

In every Villeroy&Boch kitchen, opening
and closing have a very special meaning.
Handles not only help to access the interior,
but should also blend harmoniously into the

G 155

ALUMINIUM

overall picture.

GOLD
Best quality and convincing functionality
are evident in every Villeroy&Boch handle.

COPPER

The matt and glossy handles prove to be
timeless classics that harmonise with every

MODERN HANDLES
optimal for puristic and modern kitchens

G 183

BLACK

front and surface.

HANDLE PROFILES
K 18

for handleless kitchen planning

ALUMINIUM
GOLD

COUNTRY HOUSE HANDLES
in romantic kitchens with country house style

G 144

COPPER
BLACK
K 17
WHITE
52
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DRAWERS, PULL-OUTS AND
CUPBOARDS
At Villeroy&Boch, a kitchen does not end with the
front. We think further and we think permanently.
Thus, we underline the high-class appearance of our
kitchens with a high-class interior in drawers and
pull-outs, attaching importance to using durable and
impressive materials here too.
In addition to inserts made of high-quality real wood,
all our cupboards are fitted with top-quality glass
shelves made of 8 mm smoked glass. This means

GLASS PULL-OUTS

that your open cupboard will also be of unsurpassed
quality in classic Villeroy&Boch style. The pull-outs
of the Villeroy&Boch kitchens with their satin-finish
glass inlays underline this high-quality appearance in a

Present the contents of your cabinets in a

complementary manner.

new look: glass shelves provide lightness and
transparency. The Villeroy&Boch Glassline
is the standard equipment for every
kitchen: top-quality and elegant without
compromise.

DRAWERS AND WALNUT INSERTS
54

GLASS SHELVES: GLASSLINE
Villeroy&Boch finest 55

VILLEROY&BOCH STABILISING STRIP

REAL WOOD DRAWERS

Metal strips for stabilisation prevent the shelves in wide cupboards in your
Villeroy&Boch kitchen from warping.
Our wooden drawers put the icing on the cake for every
Villeroy&Boch kitchen: innumerable possibilities arise
when it comes to arrange the interior and they are easily
and quickly configured.
The side walls of 13 mm walnut underline the clear,
minimalist lines. A special coating process seals the
edges and makes them almost invisible. Bowls, knife
blocks, foil cutters, boxes, lids or compartments made
of felt and leather elegantly round off the high-quality
concept.

DRAWERS MADE OF REAL WOOD
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VALUABLE AND CONVINCING
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LICENSEES

of the sector living
W.SCHILLIG Polstermöbelwerke GmbH & Co. KG

Fey & Co. GmbH

Sompex GmbH & Co. KG

SWISS KRONO Tec AG

Am Weinberg 20 – 22

Rheiner Straße 145

Werftstraße 20 – 22

Museggstrasse 14

96237 Ebersdorf-Frohnlach

48282 Emsdetten

40549 Düsseldorf

6004 Lucerne

Germany

Germany

Germany

Switzerland

Contact:

Contact:

Contact:

Contact:

Telephone: +49 9562 37-0

Telephone: +49 2572 1540

Telephone: +49 211 5228070

Telephone: +41 41419 0320

E-Mail: info@schillig.de

E-Mail: info@fey.de

E-Mail: villeroy-boch@sompex.de

E-Mail: info@swisskrono.com

Homepage: www.schillig.com

Homepage: www.fey.de

Homepage: www.sompex.de

Homepage: www.swisskrono.com

Collection C Möbel Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH

Collection C Möbel Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH

Störmer GmbH & Co. KG Möbelfabrik

Brühl 10f

Brühl 10f

Industriestraße 62

99423 Weimar

99423 Weimar

32289 Rödinghausen

Germany

Germany

Germany

Contact:

Contact:

Contact:

Telephone: +49 3643 496495

Telephone: +49 3643 496495

Telephone: +49 5226 59419-0

E-Mail: vertrieb@collection-c.de

E-Mail: vertrieb@collection-c.de

E-Mail: info@stoermer-kuechen.de

Homepage: www.collection-c.de

Homepage: www.collection-c.de

Homepage: www.stoermer-kuechen.de

Licensee for upholstered furniture (living and dining)

Licensee for cabinet furniture (living and dining)
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Licensee for upholstered and box spring beds

Licensee for bedroom furniture

Licensee for luminaires

Licensee for laminate

Licensee for kitchen furniture

VILLEROYBOCH.COM/WOHNEN
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